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Live video broadcasting normally requires a multitude of skills and expertise with domain knowledge to
enable multi-camera productions. As the number of cameras keep increasing, directing a live sports broadcast
has now become more complicated and challenging than ever before. The broadcast directors need to be
much more concentrated, responsive, and knowledgeable, during the production. To relieve the directors from
their intensive efforts, we develop an innovative automated sports broadcast directing system, called Smart
Director, which aims at mimicking the typical human-in-the-loop broadcasting process to automatically create
near-professional broadcasting programs in real-time by using a set of advanced multi-view video analysis
algorithms. Inspired by the so-called “three-event” construction of sports broadcast [14], we build our system
with an event-driven pipeline consisting of three consecutive novel components: 1) the Multi-view Event
Localization to detect events by modeling multi-view correlations, 2) the Multi-view Highlight Detection to
rank camera views by the visual importance for view selection, 3) the Auto-Broadcasting Scheduler to control
the production of broadcasting videos. To our best knowledge, our system is the first end-to-end automated
directing system for multi-camera sports broadcasting, completely driven by the semantic understanding
of sports events. It is also the first system to solve the novel problem of multi-view joint event detection by
cross-view relation modeling. We conduct both objective and subjective evaluations on a real-world multi-
camera soccer dataset, which demonstrate the quality of our auto-generated videos is comparable to that
of the human-directed. Thanks to its faster response, our system is able to capture more fast-passing and
short-duration events which are usually missed by human directors.
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Fig. 1. To complete a broadcasting for a typical soccer match, the number of cameras placed in a variety of
places of a stadium like (a) can be 15+, and the production team like (b) typically consists of 30+ members to
perform various operations including directing, making slow-motion replays, visual graphics, and camera
switch. The core goal of our work is to develop a smart system to mimic the human directing process by
leveraging its capability of event understanding and learning-based auto-broadcasting scheduling.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Sports broadcasting is a storytelling process [29], during which the director leverages multiple
cameras placed in a variety of places (e.g., Figure 1 (a)) throughout the stadium to bring the viewers
an immersive feeling in the game. In a soccer broadcast, for example, the director typically uses
a main camera to cover the general action of the game, a “hero camera” to take the close-ups of
outstanding efforts, and some “special-assignment” cameras to cover specific action shots, such as
“foul” and “offside” [29]. During the broadcasting, the directors play a crucial role in the production
team (e.g., Figure 1 (b) shows a typical production team layout in an outside broadcasting vehicle),
who are in charge of directing cameras, slow-motion replays and visual graphics. In other words,
the directors’ responsibility is to determine when and how to switch camera views and what
content to put on-air to satisfy the viewers’ entertainment pleasure. With the increasing number
of cameras used for broadcasting (e.g., about 33 cameras for FIFA 2018 WorldCup 1), however,
the live-broadcast directing is getting more challenging and overwhelming for human directors.
Additionally, as the broadcasting bandwidth is increasing in the 5G era, the viewers are expected to
be entertained with the personalized broadcasting [44] to satisfy their preference. Obviously, it
is infeasible for human directors to accomplish such huge broadcasting workloads. Therefore, in
this paper we are dedicated to developing an automated directing system, which can automatically
produce broadcast videos.
To this end, we first need to understand and master the nature of sports broadcast. Goldlust

[1, 14] suggests the broadcast of sports is constructed of three simultaneously occurring events:
the sport event, stadium event, and medium event, where the sport event is defined as the actions
on the field as well as related activities taking place on the sidelines. As a storyteller, the director
should understand the action flow of the sport and anticipate the action point [29, 58], thus
captures the critical actions to present the viewer a comprehensive story. Hence, we argue that
the broadcast directing is basically an event-driven process. Our argument is also consistent with
the observation that human directors usually trigger broadcast changes such as view switches and
1https://football-technology.fifa.com/en/innovations/var-at-the-world-cup/
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Fig. 2. An overview of our Smart Director system. The inputs of our system are multiple synchronous
streaming videos from 𝐾 cameras. By simultaneously processing the multi-view videos with temporal sliding
buffers of size 𝑇 , our system firstly feeds the buffers into the MVEL module to detect the events of interest.
Within the detected event duration, the MVHD module will select the most attractive views as highlights for
potential replays. Having the outputs of previous modules, ABS will automatically produce the broadcast
videos through camera view selection, and/or slow-motion replays for significant events such as free-kick
and Special Visual Effects video editing for some specific events.

replays when some critical actions are taking place. Following this line of thought, we develop an
end-to-end event-driven directing system for live sports broadcasting (i.e., soccer games in this
paper). To our knowledge, there is no such comprehensive broadcasting system developed in the
past. Although a few systems have been proposed to solve the specific problem of camera selection
[4, 7, 9, 10, 42, 45], they can’t be counted as an end-to-end directing system. In other words, camera
selection is indeed important for multi-view broadcasting, but it is only one part of the entire
directing system. Additionally, these systems are usually built on various trivial rules or criteria,
such as view clearness [42], the visibility of objects of interest [4, 9, 10], and smoothness [7]. In
contrast, ours is driven by the actions of the sports without varied predefined explicit rules.
As shown in Figure 2, our directing system, called Smart Director, consists of the following

modules: Multi-view Event Localization (MVEL), Multi-view Highlight Detection (MVHD), Auto-
Broadcasting Scheduler (ABS), and Special Visual Effects (SVE). The MVEL module is trained to
master the action flow of a sport game by temporally localizing events of interest. It basically prompts
a series of directing operations like camera switches and slow-motion replays. Exploiting the
multi-camera characteristics of our system, we specifically design a novel multi-view convolutional
network linked bymulti-view relation blocks for event detection. As a result, ourMVEL outperforms
the state-of-the-art event detection approaches [13, 25], which are not invented to deal with this new
problem of multi-view event detection. As we know, each camera in our system has its own “special
assignment”, and its importance to be highlighted as replays in a broadcast varies as per specific
events. For example, the “close-up camera” provides the close-ups for the actions and players during
an attractive “player falling” event, while the “goal-line camera” offers an unobstructed view of
the entire goal area, which is an important view for broadcasting the “goal kick” event. Hence, the
MVHD module is trained to predict the highlight scores of an event at different views for better
slow-motion replays generation.
Driven by aforementioned event modules, the learning-based scheduler ABS is invented to

determine how to deliver the final broadcasting story. In order to capture the viewer’s emotions, a
story should contains three parts: the beginning, the middle, and the end [29]. Hence, our scheduler
is designed to select clips for “event-in-progress”, “event-begin” and “event-end” to composite
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an event story. Learning from demonstrations via multi-layer perception classifiers and integer
programming, the scheduler is able to figure out an optimal solution to produce the final entertaining
on-air videos. Unlike previous camera selection systems [7, 9, 10, 45], which usually follow one or
two specific rules to select a view, our scheduler leverages the comprehensive knowledge regarding
an event, such as its content, duration, priority and the shot’s perceptual quality, to generate the
critical moments. Our learning-based approach also enables the possibility to produce personalized
broadcast videos by learning from personal preferences.
Our Smart Director has been thoroughly evaluated on a 99-hour soccer video dataset collected

from six matches of the Chinese Football Association Super League. Both objective and subjective
experiments have demonstrated that our system can produce broadcast videos with comparable
quality to the “ground-truth” videos directed by humans (e.g., 0.618 v.s. 0.658 in terms of subjective
satisfaction). Additionally, we have evaluated each individual module. For example, MVEL can
outperform the state-of-the-art detection approaches by 2.5% in terms of mean average precision.

In summary, we have made the following contributions in our system: (I). To our best knowledge,
the Smart Director is the first real event-driven directing system for live sports broadcasting with
comprehensive functionalities mimicking human directors. (II). We solve a novel problem of
multi-view event localization by detecting events of interest using multi-view relation network
blocks, outperforming the state-of-the-art single-view event detection methods. (III).We propose a
learning-based auto-broadcasting scheduler determining what and how to present a sport event via
operations like view selections and slow-motion replays. Unlike the rule-based camera selection,
our scheduler is fully driven by sport events to produce broadcast videos.

2 RELATEDWORK
Camera selection is an important part of broadcast directing (i.e., video editing), where the goal is to
choose optimal camera views for conveying a story based on various criteria, such as the visibility
of objects-of-interest [9, 10, 21, 42, 45], smoothness [6, 7], “gravity” (i.e., layout) of players [20], and
so on. Most such video editing systems are built on the predefined rules-of-thumb [9, 10, 19, 42, 45],
which are conveyed through computational measurements like ball size, number of subjects, and
speaker visible. However, it is cumbersome or infeasible to make every single rule computable,
which limits the applications of rule-based approaches. To solve this issue, in our system we
design a learning-based scheduler to learn human directing styles from training videos (i.e., the
ones produced by human directors). Basically, this data-driven mechanism implicitly learns the
underlying “rules” of broadcasting from videos, and thus it avoids defining various rules and
handcrafting their corresponding features. Our scheduler also differs from other learning-based
approaches [4, 6, 7]. Instead of learning an explicit single objective like “smoothness” [6, 7] and
“player distribution” [4], our scheduler is driven by sport events’ characteristics.

Event detection and highlight extraction are important for sports video analysis and broadcasting.
Earlier approaches have been well summarized in [39]. The task of event/action detection is to
temporally localize the target event. Leveraging the deep learning networks, the state-of-the-art
approaches detect events via a two-stage process including two consecutive stages of temporal
region proposal and action classification [27, 40, 57], or a single-stage strategy conducting action
proposal and classification simultaneously [2, 25, 26, 56]. Most previous approaches, however, are
specifically invented for event localization from a single camera view. Event detection frommultiple
cameras has not been well addressed. To this end, we successfully develop a novel multi-view events
localization network consisting of internal multi-view relation blocks to capture the cross-view
relations for better event detection.
Highlight detection is generally exploited to emphasize the occurrence of significant events. It

is a technique commonly used for video summarization and slow-motion replay in sports video
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Fig. 3. The architectures of (a) Multi-view Event Localization and (b) Multi-view Highlight Detection modules.

analysis [39]. Early proposed approaches employ various hand-crafted low-level visual features for
highlight detection [16, 37–39, 43]. Recently, various deep learning networks like DCNN [47] and
LSTM [52] have been successfully applied for highlight extraction in general video summarization
[17, 46, 47, 52]. However, extracting highlights from a multi-camera broadcasting system has not
been well explored. Collaborating with the multi-view event detection, we design a multi-view
ranking loss to select the highlights from multiple views.

3 PROPOSED SYSTEM
Figure 2 depicts an overview of our system, which is composed of four components: Multi-view
Event Localization (MVEL), Multi-view Highlight Detection (MVHD), Auto-Broadcasting Scheduler
(ABS), and Special Visual Effects (SVE). Technically, in order to cache sufficient contextual informa-
tion for video content analysis, we sequentially process the streaming video from each view with a
sliding frame sequence buffer (of length 𝑇 = 30 sec). First, all the recorded frame sequence buffers
from 𝐾 views are fed into the MVEL module to temporally localize and recognize the events of
interest. Meanwhile, we adopt the MVHD module to choose the video clips across all 𝐾 camera
views that contain the moments of viewer’s major or special interest (i.e., event highlight). These
highlights are candidates for the slow-motion replay generation. After that, the ABS scheduler is
trained to produce the final broadcast video conditioned on the recognized events and detected
highlights within the multi-view frame sequence buffers. During this production process, the
scheduler determines to select the main camera stream or the event-specific video segment with
the capability to choose the event beginning, in-progress and end to frame the event story. Note
that for some detected high-profile events (e.g., free kick), the scheduler will call the SVE to add
visual effects (e.g., highlighted shooting trajectory, shooting distance estimation, and slow motion
replay), to increase viewers’ engagement.
3.1 Multi-view Event Localization
As Smart Director is an event-driven system, we first present the MEVL, its core module which
aims to temporally localize and recognize the events of interest from multiple cameras. Although
the typical two-stage (“detection by classification” [12, 28]) and single-stage (“classification and
detection jointly” [23, 25]) approaches for temporal event detection have been very successful, they
are only applicable to single-view video and lack the capability to exploit the holistic contextual
information across views. Taking inspiration from relation modeling in image/video understanding
[3, 11, 32, 48, 49], we invent a multi-view event localization network to contextually encode the
video content from multiple views for event detection via multi-view relation blocks. As illustrated
in Figure 3 (a), the network architecture of MVEL consists of two stages: the 3D feature extractor
and the cascaded 1D temporal convolutional layers with multi-view relation block (MR-Block).
Specifically, the 3D feature extractor encodes frame sequence buffers from each view as feature
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maps, which will be fed into the cascaded 1D convolutional layers to generate multiple proposals
in different temporal scales. To further enhance the feature map of each view, the MR-Block is
designed to exploit the relations across views. All enhanced feature maps are finally aggregated via
the channel-wise concatenation into the holistic feature representation for proposal generation.

Base 3D Feature Extractor. Given the video buffers from 𝐾 views, we first extract clip-level
features from continuous clips within each video buffer via the P3D extractor [36], which can capture
both appearance and motion information of the video. Please note that the motion information here
reflects not only the player motion in the video buffers, but also the camera motion (i.e., the camera
operators’ reactions). Specifically, we denote the {𝑓𝑘,𝑖 }𝑇−1𝑖=0 as the 3D feature sequence extracted
from the video buffer of 𝑘-th view. We concatenate all the 3D features of each view into one feature
map, which will be fed into eight 1D temporal convolutional layers (convs) for temporal event
proposal generation at each temporal scale.

Cascaded 1D Convs with Multi-view Relation Block. Considering that the video content
from different views naturally conveys complementary cues to depict the same event, we upgrade
the 1D temporal convs with a novel multi-view relation block to additionally capture the relations
between two views. The multi-view video content is thus contextually encoded with the relations
across views, leading to the further boost of event localization. Formally, let 𝑓 𝑛𝑎 and 𝑓 𝑛

𝑏
denote

the feature map of the 𝑛-th 1D convolutional layer from the 𝑎-th and 𝑏-th view, respectively. The
feature dimension of 𝑓 𝑛𝑎 and 𝑓 𝑛

𝑏
is𝑇 ′×𝐶 . The multi-view relation block firstly measures the relation

between 𝑖-th and 𝑗-th temporal position of 𝑓 𝑛𝑎 and 𝑓 𝑛
𝑏
via dot-product similarity:

𝑆 (𝑓 𝑛𝑎,𝑖 , 𝑓 𝑛𝑏,𝑗 ) = \ (𝑓
𝑛
𝑎,𝑖 )𝜙 (𝑓 𝑛𝑏,𝑗 )

⊤, 𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ {0, 1, ...,𝑇 ′ − 1}, (1)

where \ and 𝜙 represents two feature embedding functions. 𝑆 (𝑓 𝑛𝑎,𝑖 , 𝑓 𝑛𝑏,𝑗 ) denotes one entry of
similarity matrix 𝑆 . Next, we normalize the similarity matrix 𝑆 by row through a softmax operation
to obtain the attention map. The attended feature embedding of 𝑖-th position in 𝑎-th view is thus
calculated by aggregating the features of all temporal positions in 𝑎-th view with the relations
between 𝑎-th and 𝑏-th views:

𝑓 𝑛𝑎,𝑖 =
∑︁𝑇 ′−1

𝑗=0
𝛾 (𝑓 𝑛𝑎,𝑗 )𝑆 (𝑓 𝑛𝑎,𝑖 , 𝑓 𝑛𝑏,𝑗 ), (2)

where 𝛾 is the embedding function. Besides, a residual connection is additionally constructed
between input and output of multi-view relation block, making the optimization easier. Accordingly,
among all 𝐾 views, we can obtain the 𝐾 (𝐾 − 1) attended feature maps by exploring the relations
between every two views. The holistic video representation is produced by concatenating all the
feature maps in a channel-wise manner. The 𝑡-th cell in this holistic feature map corresponds to
an event proposal at the 𝑛-th temporal scale, whose default center location 𝑎𝑐 and width 𝑎𝑤 are
defined as

𝑎𝑐 = (𝑡 + 0.5)/𝑇 ′, 𝑎𝑤 = 𝑟𝑑/𝑇 ′, (3)

where 𝑟𝑑 is the temporal scale ratio.
Optimization and Inference. For each cell (i.e., proposal) in the holistic feature map, three 1D

convolutional layers are separately employed to generate event classification scores, localization
offsets and overlap scores, respectively. In particular, the classification scores se = [𝑠𝑒0 , 𝑠𝑒1 , ..., 𝑠𝑒𝐶 ]
indicate the probabilities over 𝐶 event classes plus one “background" class. The vector (Δ𝑐,Δ𝑤)
denotes the temporal offsets to the default proposal (𝑎𝑐 , 𝑎𝑤) (i.e., center location and width). The
coordinates of each proposal are thus refined as:

𝜑𝑐 = 𝑎𝑐 + 𝛼1𝑎𝑤Δ𝑐, 𝜑𝑤 = 𝑎𝑤𝑒
𝛼2Δ𝑤 , (4)
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where 𝜑𝑐 and 𝜑𝑤 are adjusted center location and width of the proposal. 𝛼1 and 𝛼2 (𝛼1 = 𝛼2 = 0.1)
are used to control the impact of temporal offsets. Moreover, we measure the overlap score 𝑠𝑜𝑝 to
represent the precise Intersection over Union (IoU) prediction of the proposal, which will benefit
proposal re-ranking. At training stage, we accumulate all proposals from the holistic feature at each
temporal scale for optimization. The overall objective function is formulated as a multi-task loss by
integrating event classification loss and two regression losses (i.e., localization loss and overlap
loss). During inference, the ranking score 𝑠𝑓 of each proposal depends on both classification se and
overlap 𝑠𝑜𝑝 : 𝑠𝑓 = max(se) · 𝑠𝑜𝑝 . Given all predicted event instances, we utilize the non-maximum
suppression (NMS) to remove high overlap event instances in post-processing.

3.2 Multi-view Highlight Detection
In computational sports video generation, highlight detection is generally used to create slow-
motion replay. Our MVEL can detect candidate events for highlights, but it is unable to tell which
camera view is good for highlight replay. To overcome this problem, we innovate the MVHDmodule
to assign highlight scores all views of an event. The higher the score, the more chance the view
(i.e., video clip) to be selected for highlight. Inspired by the relative relation modeling via ranking
[22, 24, 30, 31, 33, 47, 50], one way to train the MVHD is to utilize the pairwise ranking objective
that enforces the score of highlighted clip higher than that of non-highlighted clip. Nevertheless,
this will result in a sub-optimal solution, because the pairwise ranking objective can only compare
one pair of highlighted and non-highlighted clips, leaving other non-highlighted views unexploited.
In contrast, we design a multi-view ranking loss that optimizes the highlight detection by pursuing
a higher score for a highlighted clip against all the non-highlighted ones, as shown in Figure 3 (b).

Formally, suppose we have a set of video clips {𝑣𝑡+, 𝑣𝑡1, 𝑣𝑡2, ..., 𝑣𝑡𝐾−1} corresponding to the 𝐾 camera
views at time step 𝑡 , where 𝑣𝑡+ denotes the highlight and {𝑣𝑡𝑖 }𝐾−1𝑖=1 are non-highlights. All video
clips are separately fed into 𝐾 identical highlight detection modules with shared 3D CNN based
architecture. Let {ℎ(𝑣𝑡+), ℎ(𝑣𝑡1), ℎ(𝑣𝑡2), ..., ℎ(𝑣𝑡𝐾−1)} be the highlight scores for all clips, the multi-view
ranking loss is then measured as:

𝐿𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 =
∑︁𝐾−1

𝑖=0
𝑚𝑎𝑥 (0, 1 − ℎ(𝑣𝑡+) + ℎ(𝑣𝑡𝑖 )). (5)

Accordingly, by minimizing the multi-view ranking loss, the score of the highlighted clip will be
enforced to be higher than that of all the non-highlighted ones.

3.3 Auto-Broadcasting Scheduler
Given the localized event and highlighted scores for all views, how to capitalize on them for the
final broadcast video generation? To this end, we invent the Auto-Broadcasting Scheduler (ABS),
which determines what content (e.g., slow-motion replay and camera view, etc.) to be on-air. Among
all 𝐾 cameras, the primary one (i.e., “main camera”) is positioned on Television Gantry exactly
along the halfway line. It provides the main wide-shot coverage of the match. The scenes in the
manually generated broadcast videos are predominantly derived from this main camera. Therefore,
if no event is detected in the multi-view video buffers, our ABS directly chooses the main camera
for broadcasting. Otherwise, for each detected event, ABS will blend the clips from different views
to compose an event story for broadcasting as follows.
Formally, let E = {𝐸1, 𝐸2, ..., 𝐸𝑁 } be a sequence of 𝑁 events detected within sequence buffer of

𝑇 sec, and each event 𝐸𝑖 = (𝑝, 𝑡𝑠𝑖 , 𝑡𝑒𝑖 ), where 𝑝 is the event priority level, 𝑡𝑠𝑖 and 𝑡
𝑒
𝑖 are the start

and end time of this event, respectively. In this paper, we set 𝑝 as 1 for the four important events
(i.e., “shooting,” “player falling,” “corner kick,” and “free kick”), and 𝑝 as 0 for the other events.
The scheduler creates an event story (i.e., a detailed broadcasting video) for each detected event
𝐸𝑖 . Considering the fact that the event durations are varied across different event types and some
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Fig. 4. The ABS’s event video generation pipeline. Given a detected event, 1○ the scheduler uses a view
classifier F𝑖𝑛 to determine the view for the event-in-progress. 2○ Having the selected event-in-progress
clip, it utilizes a binary correlation classifier F𝑐𝑜𝑟 to create a group of highly correlated event-begin/end
candidates. 3○ The scheduler chooses the final event-begin/end clips from all candidates by solving an integer
programming problem that simultaneously maximizes the holistic correlation and camera view diversity.

of them are even hard-understood with ambiguous starting/ending point, it is indeed not trivial
to temporally localize the holistic and comprehensive process of each event in a single shot. To
alleviate this issue, in ABS, we decompose the holistic process of each event into three video clips
from different views, i.e., event-begin, event-in-progress, and event-end, which clearly reflects
the beginning, the middle, and the end of the general event story respectively. Note that here the
event-in-progress clip refers to the video clip containing key player actions in current detected
event 𝐸𝑖 with clearly defined starting and ending points. For example, in “shooting” event, we
define the moment of preparing to shoot and the moment of ball flying out as the corresponding
starting and ending points. For “player falling” event in fouls, the starting point is defined as the
beginning of player falling, and the ending point is the moment of one or multiple players lying on
the ground. Thus, it is fairly easier to localize the event-in-progress clip than the localization of
the whole event story. Furthermore, once the event-in-progress clip is determined, the selection of
event-begin or event-end clips can be formulated as the similarity matching problem, that aims to
seek the highly correlated clips from the preceding or subsequent clips with the event-in-progress
clip. The rationale behind is to encourage all the three components share the similar content (e.g.,
the same player), i.e., enforcing the generated event story to be temporally coherent. In this way,
we reduce the complexity of event story generation problem by dividing it into three sub-problems:
event-in-progress selection, event-begin/end candidates’ generation, and event-begin/end selection.
The detailed pipeline for event story generation is illustrated in Figure 4.

Event-in-progress Selection. The scheduler will first determine which view of the detected
event should be presented, namely, creating the event-in-progress clip. As “free kick” occurs, for
example, viewers generally prefer to the close-up view, which have better details of the event. We
frame the view selection of event-in-progress as a classification problem. A view classifier F𝑖𝑛
is thus trained to predict the best camera view for event-in-progress conditioned on the holistic
representation 𝑣𝑖 , duration time 𝑡𝑖 and priority level 𝑝 of that event:

𝑣𝑖𝑛 = F𝑖𝑛 (𝑣𝑖 , 𝑡𝑖 , 𝑝), (6)
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where 𝑣𝑖 is the mean pooling of all𝐾 (views) clip-level features extracted by the 3D feature extractor
learned in MVEL. The event duration 𝑡𝑖 is normalized as: 𝑡

𝑒
𝑖
−𝑡𝑠

𝑖

𝑇
. F𝑖𝑛 is implemented as a two stacked

fully connected layer, trained with softmax loss.
Event-begin/end Candidates Generation. Next, given the determined event-in-progress clip,

the scheduler seeks a group of highly correlated event-begin/end candidates from the preced-
ing/subsequent clips to better depict the beginning/end of the event-in-progress. The candidates
(for both event-begin and event-end) generation is formulated as a binary classification problem
(correlated or uncorrelated w.r.t the event). In particular, for each camera view, the scheduler
firstly performs face detection [55] and video quality evaluation [34] to seek candidates with high
quality and valuable player within the temporal range [𝑚𝑎𝑥 (0, 𝑡𝑒𝑖−1), 𝑡𝑠𝑖 ] or [𝑡𝑒𝑖 ,𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑡𝑠𝑖+1,𝑇 )]. Given
a candidate clip 𝑆𝑘 , the following binary correlation classifier is used to predict its correlation score
w.r.t the selected event-in-progress clip:

𝑠𝑟
𝑘
= F𝑐𝑜𝑟 ( [𝑓𝐹 (𝑡𝑠𝑘 , 𝑡

𝑒
𝑘
), 𝑓𝐹 (𝑡𝑠𝑖 , 𝑡𝑒𝑖 ), 𝑣𝑖 ]), (7)

where 𝑡𝑠
𝑘
and 𝑡𝑒

𝑘
are the start and end time of candidate clip 𝑆𝑘 , and 𝑓𝐹 (𝑡𝑠 , 𝑡𝑒 ) is the face representation

extracted from a segment (𝑡𝑠 , 𝑡𝑒 ) by a pre-trained face detector. The binary classifier F𝑐𝑜𝑟 consists
of three fully connected layers, trained with a binary classification loss (correlated/uncorrelated).
The correlation score 𝑠𝑟

𝑘
measures the probability of being “correlated". Finally, we filter out all

candidates with lower correlation scores (less than threshold 𝜏).
Event-begin/end Selection. In this stage, given all event-begin/end candidates S = {𝑆𝑘 }, the

target is to choose an appropriate pair as the final event-begin and event-end clips for the broadcast
video. In general, a high-quality event story is expected to be both temporally coherent and
representative of the detected event, so all selected event-begin/end clips should be maximally
correlated with the event-in-progress. Meanwhile, the broadcast video should be diverse as much
as possible to broadcast soccer match from different camera views (except for the main camera).
As a consequence, we frame the selection of event-begin/end clips as an integer programming
problem, that aims to simultaneously maximize the holistic correlation and camera view diversity
via an optimal solution of event-begin/end selection S★:

S★ = argmax
S∗⊆S

𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑔 (S∗) − 𝑆𝑡𝑑 (S∗), (8)

where S∗ denotes a possible group of event-begin/end candidates by aggregating all selected
candidates in chronological order. 𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑔 (S∗) assesses the holistic correlation of selected event-
begin/end candidates by averaging the correlation scores of all candidates within S∗. To measure
the degree of camera view diversity, we introduce a camera view count vector C to keep track of
how many times each camera view (except for the main camera) has been selected for broadcasting
till now. Thus, we interpret the camera view diversity over broadcast video with current event-
begin/end selection S∗ as the standard deviation of the updated C (i.e., 𝑆𝑡𝑑 (S∗)). The less the
standard deviation of C, the higher the camera view diversity. Note that here we normalize the
standard deviation into the range of [0,1].

Finally, the scheduler generates the event story video for event 𝐸𝑖 by blending the selected event-
begin/end clips with the event-in-progress clip. In addition, according to the event type and priority
level, the scheduler further decides if any visual effects should be added to the generated video, or
any slow-motion replay should be inserted from the highlight detection results of MVHD. Please
note that our Smart Director can safely insert such slow-motion replay into the broadcast video
with 30 seconds looking ahead, and thus does not require the real-time anticipation of what may
be happening live when inserting replays. Specifically, for the slow-motion replays of important
events with high priority level, we directly insert each replay after the event-end clips of that event.
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(a) Shooting Trajectory Highlight (GIF Animation) (b) Shooting Distance Estimation (GIF Animation)
Fig. 5. Examples of the visual effects at free kicks set plays (PLEASE view the animation in Acrobat Reader):
(a) Soccer ball tracking with the ball trajectory marked in soccer-ball-on-fire special effect. (b) Free kick
shooting distance estimation.

If the slow-motion replay occurs to temporally overlap with the following important event, the
scheduler will choose the broadcasting of the important event. After the production of event story
video for each detected event, the final output broadcast video is generated by aggregating them in
chronological order. Note that if the event stories of two events temporally overlap, the scheduler
will preserve the event with higher priority level.

3.4 Video Editing with Visual Effects
According to the specific event (e.g., free kick) , the system may select some visual effects as follows
making viewers more engaged.

Shooting Trajectory Highlight. The success of ball tracking is the guarantee for this “shooting
trajectory highlight” visual effect. To this end, we utilize a two-stream deep architecture [54] as our
ball tracker. This tracker leverages both appearance and motion cues for object tracking, such that
it is more robust to occlusion, motion blur and confusing background. In addition, we adaptively
initialize the ball tracker with both optical-flow and appearance based ball detection to deal with
deformed soccer ball detection due to high speed object motion. This visual effect attempts to
visualize how the soccer ball travelling after the kicking on the current frame, which can increase
the visibility of ball during some critical events. Figure 5 (a) depicts this situation at a free kick. The
soccer ball is successfully tracked and the travel trajectory is drawn on the current frame based on
the collective ball positions of the current and past frames.

Shooting Distance Estimation. The estimation of shooting distance is attractive to viewers,
especially when some exciting events (e.g., free kick) happen. Nevertheless, due to the existence
of camera distortion, it is not trivial to directly predict the distance between the soccer ball and
goal in real world based on the recorded video. Here we adopt a camera calibration based pipeline
to estimate and visualize the real-world shooting distance. Specifically, given one frame from the
main camera, we firstly utilize a pix2pix network [5, 8, 15] to synthesize the segmentation result of
grassland and the detection result of field markings (e.g. filed lines/circles, goal lines). Meanwhile,
we performCanny edge detection andHough transform [51] to enhance the field markings detection
results. After that, depending on the detected field makings, the camera calibration method [5] is
applied to project the original input image (with detected ball) on the standard top view field. In this
way, the real-world shooting distance is estimated on this standard top view field. We illustrate the
visual effect of shooting distance estimation, shown in Figure 5 (b). Given a frame of the detected
free kick event moment, our system can identify the ball, the highlighted kicker, the defense wall,
and the keeper. With all these reference points, the shooting distance is predicted and visualized to
increase the viewers’ engagement. All of these auto-detected contents will provide rich clues for
free kick analysis, video editing, and other interactive broadcasting.
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Table 1. The statistics of annotated events in our dataset.

Event Number Duration (sec)
Min Max

shooting 115 2.12 9.17
player falling 227 1.49 9.68
goal kick 161 1.3 8.47
throw-in 103 1.26 13.03
corner kick 32 3.03 9.97
free kick 63 1.53 9.46

4 EXPERIMENTS
4.1 Dataset and System
To evaluate our system, we collected a large video dataset with 99-hour duration from the Chinese
Football Association Super League. It contains six sets of video data from six soccer matches.
Each set has 𝑘 = 10 views of streaming videos and one manually created broadcast video. In our
experiments, we took five matches for training and one match for testing. We also annotated the
temporal locations (the starting and ending frame) of six types of events that usually trigger camera
view switch, i.e., shooting, player falling, goal kick, throw-in, corner kick, free kick. Their statistics
information is detailed in Table 1. When evaluating the highlight detection, we split each annotated
event video into a set of one-second clips evenly sampled from each camera view and select the
most interesting one as the highlight.
In this video dataset, the ground truth broadcast videos of six soccer matches are produced

by professional directors from the Chinese Football Association Super League. For each soccer
match, the corresponding ground truth broadcast video (consisting of the actual decisions over 10
camera views) is taken by one professional director. Here we perform an additional user study to
examine the directing bias among human directors. Specifically, we invite another three professional
directors and ask them to manually produce the broadcast videos conditioned on the same input
multi-view videos of each soccer match. Then, for each manually directed broadcast video, we
measure its camera switch accuracy against the ground truth broadcast video. In other words, we
compute the percentage of camera switches that correctly align with ground truth ones. Note that
we define a camera switch being correct if the selected view is the same as the ground truth within
1 sec time interval. The final camera switch accuracy score for each ground truth broadcast video
is the average of all the three professional directors’ scores. As a result, the mean camera switch
accuracy score over six ground truth broadcast videos is 92.3%, which validates the consistency
among the directing decisions made by three professional directors and the ground truth ones.

Our system runs on a server with 20 Tesla P40 GPUs. Considering the existence of broadcast delay,
e.g., 30+ sec 2, in a modern live broadcasting, we set the length of sliding frame sequence buffer𝑇 as
30 sec, and the sliding step is set as only 1 sec to fully capture every event within streaming videos.
During inference, our system sequentially processes the multi-view streaming videos. Specifically,
for each newly cached frame sequence (length: 1 sec), the extraction of 3D features in Multi-view
Event Localization (MVEL), 3D features in Multi-view Highlight Detection (MVED), and face
features in Auto-Broadcasting Scheduler (ABS) takes 0.116, 0.116, and 0.126 sec, respectively. Since
the feature extraction runs in parallel, the total processing time for newly cached frame sequence is
close to 0.126 sec. Next, the ABS completes event story generation over the whole frame sequence
buffer (length: 30 sec) within 0.5 sec. Consequently, the overall pipeline finishes in 0.626 sec, less

2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Broadcast_delay
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Table 2. Performance comparison with state-of-the-art single-view action detection methods in our dataset.

Method SST [2] SSAD [25] CTAP [13] MVEL− MVEL
mAP (%) 47.9 50.1 53.2 54.6 55.8

Table 3. Performance comparison with several state-of-the-art highlight detection methods in our dataset.

Method LSVM [35] TS-DCNN [47] re-seq2seq [53] MVHD
mAP (%) 38.7 40.2 41.9 43.1

than the duration of the newly cached frame sequence, and thus supports sports broadcasting
in real time. In a word, our system is applicable to most broadcasting scenarios with a normal
broadcast delay of 30 sec. Nevertheless, when the broadcast delay is extremely less than 0.626 sec,
our system inevitably fails to process the newly cached video buffer before the next buffer comes.

4.2 Evaluation of Event Localization
We firstly evaluate the capability of event localization in a soccer match. In this experiment, the
widely used evaluation metric, i.e., the mean average precision (mAP) with temporal Intersection
over Union (IoU) threshold of 0.5, is adopted. Table 2 details the performance comparisons between
three state-of-the-art single-view action detection methods and our MVEL. The comparison also
includes approach MVEL−, a variant of MVEL without multi-view relation blocks. Overall, both
MVEL and MVEL− exhibit better performances than other single-view models. In particular, the
mAP ofMVEL can achieve 55.8%, making 2.6% absolute improvement over the best competitor CTAP.
The results demonstrate the advantages of exploiting cross-view holistic contextual information for
multi-view event localization. In addition, the performance of MVEL− is inferior to that of MVEL,
which further confirms the effectiveness of cross-view relations.

4.3 Evaluation of Highlight Detection
In this experiment, we evaluate the effectiveness of MVHD for highlighted view detection on the
testing soccer match, and report the mAP for all events. We compare the mAP of MVHD with that
of three state-of-the-art highlight detection methods (i.e., LSVM, TS-DCNN, re-seq2seq), as shown
in Table 3 ( four runs have been conducted on our dataset). A clear performance improvement has
been achieved by MVHD over other baselines. It verifies the merit of learning highlight detection
via multi-view ranking objective, pursing a higher score for the highlighted clip than all the
non-highlighted ones from other views.

4.4 Evaluation of Auto-Broadcasting Scheduler
Recall that our scheduler learns a view classifier to select Event-in-progress clip, and a binary
correlation classifier to choose Event-begin/Event-end clips. In this subsection, we will evaluate
each classifier in our scheduler.

Performance of View Classifier. All 579 event videos that trigger camera view switch in the
training matches (by human directors) are used to train the view classifier. It is evaluated on all
event videos from the testing match data, where each event has the view selection by a human
director. It achieves 93.06% of accuracy, demonstrating that our view classifier can substantially
mimic human directors in performing camera selection for the generation of event-in-progress clip.

Performance of Binary Correlation Classifier. We train the binary correlation classifier
using all clip pairs (i.e., event-begin/end and event-in-progress) in the training match data. Note
that the event-begin and event-end selection share one binary correlation classifier. All pairs of
event-begin/end and event-in-progress in the testing match data are used for evaluation. As the
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Table 4. The effect of threshold 𝜏 in our dataset.

𝜏 Precision (%) Recall (%) F1-score
0.1 82.63 76.24 0.7931
0.3 95.62 72.38 0.8239
0.5 97.67 69.61 0.8129
0.7 99.21 69.61 0.8181
0.9 99.90 67.40 0.8049
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Fig. 6. The video-level subjective evaluation in terms of viewers’ satisfactory scores (better viewed in color).
For each system, the solid line represents the satisfactory score for each five-minute video segment, and the
dotted line denotes the average score over all video segments.

selection of event-begin/end is basically a problem of ranking clips from all camera views w.r.t
their correlation scores, we adopt mAP as the evaluation metric. It turns out the final mAP is
90.36%, which clearly shows that the binary correlation classifier can select the highly correlated
event-begin/end clips for broadcasting.

Effect of the Threshold 𝜏 . To clarify the effect of threshold 𝜏 used to filter out the uncorrelated
event-begin/end candidates, we compare the results by varying 𝜏 from 0.1 to 0.9. As shown in
Table 4, the increase of 𝜏 can lead to performance improvements in terms of Precision, but the
Recall drops slightly. As the live broadcasting is sensitive to the appearance of uncorrelated clips in
broadcast videos, the Precision is more important than Recall. Accordingly, we set 𝜏 as 0.7, which
has the second-best Precision and a better trade-off between all metrics.

4.5 Evaluation of Smart Director
In addition to the evaluations on each individual module, we also conduct both objective and
subjective evaluations on the entire broadcasting videos generated by our Smart Director. We
compare its performance to two systems: Random andManual. The Random system, a degraded
version of Smart Director, randomly selects views for the event-begin/end and event-in-progress
clip. While the Manual system is a human directing system used in current live broadcasting. For
the objective evaluation, we directly measure the accuracy of camera switch in our Smart Director
against the Manual system. During the subjective evaluations, we invite a total number of 20
viewers with equal gender representation, ages ranging from 23 to 36, to evaluate our production.
These viewers have various education backgrounds, including engineering (5), science (5), arts
(5), business and others (5). They are soccer enthusiasts, who are familiar with the rules of soccer
match and have at least one year of experience watching live soccer broadcasting. We involve
two additional tasks that subjectively evaluate the quality of the generated broadcast videos at the
entire video-level and individual event-level, respectively.

Video-level Objective Evaluation. Although directing a broadcasting is a subjective job, we
still manage to perform an objective evaluation by measuring the accuracy of camera switch in our
system against that in the Manual system (i.e., the percentage of camera switches that correctly
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Fig. 7. The event-level subjective evaluation in our dataset.
align with human-directed ones). We define a camera switch being correct if the selected view
is the same as the manually selected within 1 sec time interval. As a result, compared to the 212
camera switches made by the Manual system on the testing match, the camera switch accuracy of
our system is 81.1%, which evidences the capability of our system to mimic the human directors
for broadcasting. Moreover, when further evaluating “slow-motion replay” operations, we observe
that our system not only successfully captures all “slow-motion replay” operations in Manual
system, but also triggers more “slow-motion replays” which are missed by the Manual system due
to fast-passing events.

Video-level Subjective Evaluation. Given a broadcast video produced by one of the three
systems from the 90-minute testing soccer match, we split it evenly into 18 five-minute segments,
leading to 54 video segments for all systems. All video segments are mixed and randomly shuffled,
then presented to viewers to score among 11 scales of satisfaction ranging from 0 to 10 (0 being the
worse and 10 being the best). To eliminate the viewer’s bias, we normalize the scores per viewer to
[0, 1]. The final satisfactory score to each segment is the average of all 20 viewers’ scores. Figure 6
shows the evaluation results on 18 video segments for each system. The average satisfactory scores
for the evaluated systems are: 0.269 (Random), 0.618 (Smart Director), 0.658 (Manual). The large
score margin of 0.349 between the Smart Director and Random system clearly shows that our
system can produce much meaningful and satisfied broadcast videos. Moreover, the production of
our system acquires comparable satisfaction to that of human directors (0.618 vs 0.658 of Smart
Director to Manual). Remarkably, the Smart Director even obtains higher scores than the Manual
system at four segments (i.e., the 5𝑡ℎ , 9𝑡ℎ , 10𝑡ℎ , and 18𝑡ℎ segment). We observe that these segments
contain multiple events and the time intervals in between are very short (∼2 sec), making it difficult
to manually capture the event details for broadcasting. Instead, our system can automatically detect
events and select the best camera view to instantly show the event details.

Event-level Subjective Evaluation. In this evaluation, we will check how well our system
works on different event categories. Specifically, we randomly sample five annotated segments from
each event category, and ask the viewers to score their satisfaction to the corresponding broadcast
video segments generated by different systems. Figure 7 illustrates the event-level subjective
evaluation results across different event categories. As we can see, our system acquires similar
scores on most event categories (i.e., “goal kick,” “throw-in,” “corner kick,” and “free kick”). It is
worth noting that our system consistently outperforms the Manual system for the five instances
in “player falling”. The results demonstrate the advantage of our system in that it can capture
fast-passing events timely and further insert the visual effect of slow-motion replay for broadcasting.
Nevertheless, as for the “shooting” event, there is a certain gap between our system and the Manual
system. We speculate that this is attributed to the exploitation of fine-grained and more focused
information (e.g., the positions of goalkeeper and key players, and the actions of key players) when
human directors select the best view for “shooting”. Therefore, incorporating such fine-grained
information into the ABS scheduler might strengthen our system, which will be one direction of
our future works.
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5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORKS
In this paper, following the concept of treating sports broadcasting as storytelling, we develop Smart
Director, an end-to-end event-driven directing system for live sports broadcasting. The system
pipeline starts with detecting events of interest from multiple cameras (task of MVEL module) and
then compute the highlight scores for multi-views of the event (task of MVHD module). Driven by
the understanding to the action flow of the sports game through the first two modules, our scheduler
ABS is trained to formulate an output video as an evolution of the event with the beginning, middle
and end. As a result, the system’s mastery of sport events runs throughout the production of live
broadcasting. Smart Director has been tested on real-world soccer datasets, and it has produced
high quality broadcast videos which are comparable to the ones generated by human directors.
Our future works are as follows. First, in current version of our Smart Director, the directing

system mainly mimics the human-in-the-loop broadcasting process (e.g., camera view selection
and slow-motion replays), while ignoring the interaction between directors and camera operators
(e.g., instructing a camera operator how to react to major events). The default assumption in our
Smart Director is that each camera operator is professionally enough to capture the best views of
ongoing game by themselves, that may adversely affect the automatic broadcasting performance
especially when some camera operators miss the key moments of significant events. This problem
can be alleviated by upgrading our Smart Director with additional action/event forecasting module
[18, 41], that learns to predict the future actions/events for the subsequent streaming video. In
this way, our Smart Director can instruct the camera operators to seek the best view or the key
player for the upcoming significant event in advance. Moreover, the technique of automatic camera
operation can be integrated into the upgraded system with action/event forecasting. Such way
leads to a completely automatic directing system, which is composed of both “smart director” and
“smart cameras”. Furthermore, we can integrate our Smart Director with a commentator camera to
support the broadcasting of game commentators during a timeout or a short break. In particular, the
system first localizes the event of “timeout/shot break”, and then directly selects the commentator
camera for broadcasting during this type of event. Note that the “timeout/shot break” event has
an easily detectable starting point, which is often triggered by referee’s gesture. Hence, we can
directly employ event localization module over the streaming video from close-up camera (that
provides the player and referee close-ups) to detect the “timeout/shot break” event.
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